CONNECT, ENGAGE, & INSPIRE

VIRTUALLY
WITH

CLARITY, FIDELITY, & AESTHETICS
These are trying times.
Our personal and professional lives have been upended. While we all focus foremost
on the health of our employees, customers, families and communities, the reality of
Covid-19 has forced the global business community to embrace the MANAGEMENT OF
CHANGE in an unprecedented way. Now that live meetings and events are practically
impossible, communications teams are turning to convenient virtual formats such as
Zoom and Google Hangouts to facilitate communication with employees and customers
while meeting constantly evolving social distancing requirements.
But sometimes your message is simply TOO IMPORTANT to deliver through standard
lo-fi web-based video platforms. You need a higher quality solution to truly impact your
audience. That’s when live-streamed virtual meetings become the communication tool
of choice. Virtual meetings (including Zoom and Google Hangouts) are affordable; but
Live Streaming services are also AFFORDABLE as well as:
• SECURE
• ENGAGING
• HIGH-QUALITY
• in sound quality
• in lighting
• in graphics management
• in seamless graphics and video switching
• CONSISTENT
• INTERACTIVE
These qualities offer a sense of familiarity using options from simple EXECUTIVE
PRESENTATIONS to fully produced PANEL DISCUSSIONS and TOWN HALL MEETING
formats. We take care of the technical, social distancing, and aesthetic details allowing
your team to focus on delivering vital, time-sensitive messaging to your online attendees.
Our experience tells us when ideas are communicated with clarity, fidelity and visual
aesthetics in mind... your chances of connecting, engaging and inspiring participants
goes up exponentially. Quality streaming services can help to provide a sense of
CONNECTION and NORMALCY amid unprecedented circumstances.
A well-designed streaming event can also include CREATIVE and INTERACTIVE options that create measurable engagement with your participants,
transcending the typical limitations of virtual meetings.
Time and again our clients have entrusted GMP with their events. From successful start-ups to Fortune 500 and 100 companies, we have executed meeting
productions in virtually every major domestic destination as well as numerous European, Canadian and Caribbean markets. Currently we’re devoting much
of our time, resources, and expertise to helping our clients NAVIGATE DISRUPTION and Re-Imagine these previously cancelled meetings and events.
With 40 years of experience in live corporate communication design and production, GMP is your source for delivering outstanding attendee experiences
both online and live.

Simply put, we are your assurance of success and peace of mind.

Thank you for Re-Imagining meetings with us,
President, Gary Musick Productions

Considering a virtual meeting or live streaming event?
Here is some basic information to get you started.
VIRTUAL MEETINGS VS. STREAMING
Virtual meetings are when people around the world, regardless
of their location, use video, audio, and text to link up online.
Virtual meetings allow people to share information and data in
real-time without being physically located together. It allows
real time feedback and questions from viewers, and can make
use of various online platforms like Google Hangout, Facetime,
Zoom, Gotomeeting, WebEx, and others.
Streaming for meetings means broadcasting video and
multimedia of your event (usually live) over the internet instead
of downloading video content to a computer and watching it
later. With internet videos and webcasts of live events, there
is no file to download, just a continuous stream of video and
multimedia content. Streaming also allows the organizer to
control access to the streaming content to ensure that only the
intended audience can access the material being presented.

SIMPLE WEBCAST

ENHANCED FORMAT

• Use your own equipment and simple webcam to share
“talking head” presentations and share on screen graphics
• Share your programming with individuals, small groups in
conference rooms, or large remote groups
• Broadcast over Zoom, Microsoft Team, Google Hangouts,
or other widely used webcasting platform
• This is an inexpensive, low quality format designed
for a limited number of viewers
• We can help even in this limited format to consult about lighting,
sound quality, visual aesthetics, and graphics presentations.

• Dramatically enhance the visual quality of your webcast with a
branded backdrop, video monitors on stands, additional cameras,
and lighting effects
• ENGAGEMENT PLATFORMS incorporate polling response
programs, sponsor recognition graphics, and Q&A interface with
viewers - (optional app integration can be discussed)
• Incorporate polling response programs, sponsor recognition
graphics, and Q&A interface with viewers
• Can be staged in any location with hardline internet access
(wifi can be a backup)
• Incorporate interviews, panel discussions, or town hall
meeting formats into your presentation
• Add optional teleconference capability to incorporate
speakers from remote locations
• Add music, prerecorded video presentations and promotional/
informational videos to create the atmosphere of a “live” meeting.
• Consider having a rehearsal day for presenters on the day
prior to your online event
• Distribute meeting “care” packages in advance to viewers, to
include branding materials, printed presentation support
materials, logo’d merchandise and even snacks to help simulate
the experience of being an attendee at a live meeting -- personal
computer lighting, 4k webcam, and microphones for live remotes.

STANDARD FORMAT
• Improve the quality of your webcast by adding
professional cameras, lighting and switching equipment
• Can be staged in your office or an offsite
conference room or meeting location
• Enhance the presentation format with the incorporation of seamless
PowerPoint, Keynote, Prezi, videos, or other graphic program integration
• Broadcast your event over a basic webcast platform, OR allow users
to access a much higher quality program feed via live streaming
• As an option, add a teleprompter system and
confidence monitors to support your presenter
• Use a streaming format to deliver the presentation to
an unlimited number of viewers
• Control access to the webcast with security codes or
fee-based access programs

Ready to begin? Contact us.

info@GaryMusick.com

615.259.2400

WE SUPPORT YOUR
VIRTUAL MEETINGS WITH:
SET DESIGN AND 3-D RENDERING CAPABILITIES
LOGISTICS PLANNING, INCLUDING:

• transportation and setup of personnel and equipment
• sterilizing and social distancing practices
• speaker arrival and support
• multiple location coordination
• technical scripting
• graphics support and consideration
• planning multiple speakers in multiple locations
• coordination of content and speaking points
• consultation of messaging if needed

PRODUCTION ELEMENTS, INCLUDING:
• lighting quality
• sound quality
• set design
• branding integration
• brand guideline integrity
• quality printing and scenic fabrication
• video capture and recording for online post-event access by participants
• graphics support
• seamless switching
• technical speaker coaching
• teleprompter support

To discuss the details of your specific webcasting needs, please contact us at:

info@garymusick.com | 615-259-2400

